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“Too much time”: time, women and “elsewhere” in Elizabeth
Bowen’s A Time in Rome
Ann Catherine Hoag

Department of English Language and Culture, The University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands

ABSTRACT
A Time in Rome, the only work of travel writing by Elizabeth Bowen
(1899–1973), has been dismissed as an incoherent, fragmented
account, offering neither a comprehensive guide to the capital nor
insight into Bowen’s personal experience. Paying careful attention to
Bowen’s use of time in the text, though, reveals a sense of the
temporal that resonates with some theories set forth by Nietzsche
and Bergson, whose views of the untimely and durée had an impact
on some Modernist authors’ works. Bowen’s writing reveals her
interest in uncovering a multiplicity of pasts and recovered histories
in the capital city. Further, using Elizabeth Grosz’s theories on the
feminist possibilities of Nietzsche’s and Bergson’s perspectives of
time helps illuminate how Bowen’s text presents new spaces for
women’s experience of time, memory and history in her travel
writing, opening out newpossibilities for alternative futures for women.

KEYWORDS
Estrangement; Rome; time;
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The protagonist of Elizabeth Bowen’s To the North, runs a travel agency in London, the
slogan of which is, as Emmeline explains to Julian Tower, “Move dangerously” (Bowen
[1932] 2016, 21). When Julian questions the reaction of the railway companies to the peri-
lous proclamation, Emmeline posits that “what everyone feels is that life, even travel, is
losing its element of uncertainty; we try to supply that” (21). Travel, as Emmeline sees
it, offers the potential function of an unsettling, disrupting and destabilising force. Cer-
tainly, the aesthetic of movement permeates the text, and Bowen’s writing pulses with
descriptions of flight, whirring traffic and swarming cityscapes: when Emmeline and
Markie escape to Paris, the world viewed through Emmeline’s perspective from a taxi is
one of a “blurred Tourist’s Paris” where “everyone moved in a fever or feverishly stood
still” (145). The experience of the city abroad is one of delirious rapidity, where even a
lack of motion contributes to the heightened sense of acceleration. It is indeed, as
Lady Waters describes, “A restless age” (168). She continues by expounding on her
views that: “‘[a]ll ages are restless […] But this age […] is far more than restless: it is decen-
tralized. From week to week, there is no knowing where anyone is’” (168).

With Lady Waters’s description of an uprooted, decentralised generation, Bowen
reflects her understanding that it is not travel itself which causes the unravelling of an
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integrated identity, but that travel is a reaction to the modern vision of identity as a pre-
carious attachment to the formulations of the characters’ surrounding locations. Deborah
L. Parsons rightly describes the other heroine in To the North, Cecilia, as “most satisfied
when actually in the act of travelling, in a state of limbo between places” (2000, 126).
Many of Bowen’s protagonists are defined by their liminal existences, and their articula-
tion of their deep-seated sense of displacement and exclusion. The anxiety of restlessness
and articulation of estrangement that pervade many of Bowen’s novels and collections of
short stories published between the 1920s and 1960s are no doubt informed by Bowen’s
own split identity. Born in Dublin in 1889 and educated in Kent, Bowen subsequently lived
a life characterised by frequent movements through locations including Rome, Bowen’s
Court in Cork, and the United States of America. Patricia Laurence’s biography of
Bowen describes the writer as “A Born Foreigner”, culturally lost in both England and
Ireland (2019, 83).

There have been a few articles concerned with the representation of time in travel
writing, and many of them concentrate on the experience of time in the journey itself,
or on the particular chronotope of the location visited. Barbara Korte has examined
time in travel writing and the effect on narration in texts such as Evelyn Waugh’s
Ninety-Two Days: A Journey in Guiana and Brazil (1934), in which “[t]o Waugh, an
impression of the time that passed, and was felt to pass, during a trip – an impression
of travel’s ‘checks and hesitations’ – is essential to convey to the reader the ‘genuine
flavour’ of the trip” (Korte 2008, 26). Korte’s chapter offers an interesting point of depar-
ture to considerations of time in the narrative. The present article aims to examine how
perceptions of time within Bowen’s travel account are linked to her search for alternative
imagined spaces “elsewhere” and the formulations of women’s identities.

Given Bowen’s interest in the significance of travel and her articulation of the effects on
identity and subjectivity, the dearth of attention to her own travel account, A Time in
Rome, is rather surprising. In the book, Bowen chronicles three months spent in the
city from February to April of an undated spring. Bowen had been long interested in
Rome and researched the book for many years with frequent visits to the city, eventually
accepting an offer to be a writer in residence at the American Academy in Rome in the
autumn of 1959 (Walshe 2009, 28). Apart from Eibhear Walshe’s study of the influence
of Augustan Rome on Bowen, reference to A Time in Rome is often only made in the
margins or as a footnote in Bowen studies; the text is frequently dismissed as insignificant,
and overlooked as an oddity. Published in 1960, A Time in Rome is a late addition to
Bowen’s oeuvre, but, as I shall explore, it is an important contribution to her more
famous novels. Another of Bowen’s biographers, Hermione Lee, writes that the travel
account is “too personal to be a successful guide book, too impressionistic for a historical
study” (1999, 190). Lee only examines A Time in Rome in relation to Bowen’s other novels,
and uses the text’s regard for history as a means to understand her use of time in other
writings such as The Last September (1942) and The Little Girls (1964). Bowen’s work,
though, is of interest precisely because it is neither plainly the musing of a travel
journal, nor a comprehensive historical study of the city.

This article will showcase Bowen’s account, arguing that the text is a valuable addition
to Bowen’s writing, and that it ought to be examined in tandem with her previous works.
A Time in Rome offers new narratives in line with the projects of her fiction that highlight
the potential for new subjectivities for women. Whereas her novels arguably project new
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spaces for female cosmopolitism, A Time in Romemakes a link between new disruptions in
the perception of time and women’s experiences. In fact, Bowen’s text plays with new
considerations of time. Her exploration of Rome intersects with thoughts on history,
and on her previous views on the city; she constructs a collage of senses, reflections
and layers of innumerable pasts into her present wandering observations. Towards the
end of the text, when Bowen reflects on her three months spent in the Italian capital in
the early spring, she describes the effect of the changing seasons: “This, a wintry
version of what was still in store, acted on me like an extra season grafted into the calen-
dar, a bonus” ([1960] 2003, 144). Time in the city is subject to reformations, elongations
and ruptures. The time that she experiences in Rome is subject to shifts and fluxes; her
travel there allows her to experience a new opening out of regulated, marked time. It
is, thus, in this travel account that Bowen presents the experience of travel as stimulating
new perceptions of time, which creates room for new assessments of women’s histories,
and new possibilities for alternative futures; A Time in Rome creates an interplay between
identity and the temporal in ways similar to critics’ tracing of a connection between sub-
jectivity and the representation of liminal spaces in Bowen’s novels.

There are, as mentioned, some scholars who have convincingly argued that Bowen’s
link between space and identity can be attributed to a feminist impulse, and, in some
cases, a particularly Irish sensibility. Perhaps not surprisingly, the spaces negotiated in
most of Bowen’s writing are restrictive in class terms; the women who wander through
the domestic and public spaces of her texts have the privilege of movement. Nels
C. Pearson, for example, argues that Bowen projects a mode of new cosmopolitanism
in her novels and that characters slip between identities. He claims:

In Bowen, attachments to place are as contingent as separations, typically partial and always
in process […] Bowen heroines are usually in process of negotiating belonging relative to one
or more adoptive families, past affiliations, or foreign communities, and they are just as likely
to cherish separation from these as to seek attachments. (Pearson 2010, 324–325)

As Pearson emphasises, Portia in The Death of the Heart (1938) and Karen in The House in
Paris (1935) are, like many of Bowen’s characters, boundary subjects, unmoored from any
tether to a singular family, homeland, place, or identity. Instead, Pearson sees Bowen as
presenting a mode of multiple attachments and partial detachments rather than a com-
plete dislocation from their environment. The attention that scholars have paid to tracing
the themes of foreignness, liminality and movement in Bowen’s writings, and their exam-
ination of the ways in which she maps out new spaces for women’s experience point to
the overlap of identity with various spaces that pervade many of Bowen’s works.

In her book, Anne Fogarty argues that Bowen is one of many Irish women writers for
whom “[r]ecurrent iterations of tropes of movement and spatial and temporal images
capture the shifting essence of modernity and permit a calibration of the changes that
it wrought in women’s place in their association with the home and the desire to
belong to a public sphere” (Fogarty 2016, 12).

Fogarty suggests that in an environment where women are frequently relegated to the
private sphere, or spaces of domesticity, female protagonists in some Irish women’s works
combat the isolation imposed upon them; they resist the sense of worldlessness, as articu-
lated and defined by Hannah Arendt, by carving out space for themselves through a per-
sistent push for inclusion in public spaces and “the validity of inward states and the
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domestic worlds to which they are attached” (Fogarty 2016, 13).1 The impetus to re-
configure perceptions of space is an imperative for women as spatial practices of particu-
lar classes have historically been separated into the gendered division of public and
private areas, excluding women from participating in the public arena, characterised as
a “site of action, political praxis and enacted stories” (Fogarty 2016, 12). The desire to
map out new landscapes of consciousness has the potential benefit of destabilising the
rigid distinction of gendered spaces and of opening out new geographies for some
women’s experiences.

Along a similar vein, Heather Ingman has illuminated ways that writers such as Bowen
have depicted women characters who register a sense of estrangement and displace-
ment, and who negotiate new nodes of belonging in ways that subvert traditional
configurations of nationhood and foreignness. Ingman uses Julia Kristeva’s theories of
nationalism to argue that some depictions of women posit new forms of attachment
which potentially destabilise perceptions of national boundaries, in this case of Ireland.
Ingman clearly explains how “Kristeva sees women as particularly equipped to negotiate
the passage between self and the other, between the known and the strange, since they
are frequently positioned as strangers and exiles within the public life of the nation”
(2006, 178). Kristeva examines in Nations without Nationalism (1993) how women as sub-
jects are primed to potentially embrace the foreign “other” since women have often been
forced to confront their own foreignness to the Symbolic Order. Ingman considers the
ways in which Bowen’s 1935 The House in Paris plays with the themes of confrontation
with foreignness in the settings of Paris and England, and with the protagonist Helen’s
struggle to reconcile the sense of otherness that is personified in the baby she has
with the restless wanderer Max.

Deborah L. Parsons’s work on Bowen’s wartime writing about London emphasises,
further, Bowen’s creation of newly imagined cityscapes for women. In Bowen’s short
story, “Mysterious Kôr” (1944) Bowen re-envisions London as H. Rider Haggard’s lost
city in She (1886). Bowen has her characters Pepita and Arthur wander a moonlit
London, comparing it to the ruins of Kôr:

[“]—a completely forsaken city, as high as cliffs and as white as bones,
with no history——”

“But something must once have happened: why had it been forsaken?”
“How could anyone tell you when there’s nobody there?”
“Nobody there since how long?”
“Thousands of years.”
“In that case, it would have fallen down.”
“No, not Kôr,” she said with immediate authority. “Kôr’s altogether different; it’s very

strong; there is not a crack in it anywhere for a weed to grow in; the corners of stones
and the monuments might have been cut yesterday, and the arches are built to
support themselves.” (Bowen [1944] 2017, 198)

Pepita’s projection of the ruins of a fantastical city onto London re-casts the current
location as mythic and enduring. Parsons considers how the “[t]hreatened London is sup-
ported in the female imagination by a sense of eternal strength, as represented by the
imagined city, Kôr. Kôr is the fantasy landscape, accessed through dreaming, that is
denied to Londoners in waking life, and as such it acts as an alternative, imaginary
space” (2000, 204). Parsons thus emphasises Bowen’s predilection for constructing new,
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imaginative worlds in her texts, and the process of reconstructing spaces for women’s
visions, experiences, and histories.

I argue that Bowen’s travel account, A Time in Rome, should be read alongside her other
works of fiction, and I suggest that the text similarly articulates new perceptions of space
and identity. What is more unique to her travel account, though, is its clear play with con-
structions of time: Bowen uses disruptions of chronological time and history of her daily
experience in Italy, what Nietzsche described in 1874 as untimely piercings of the past
through the constraints of the present, to create new temporal landscapes in her
writing. In the same way that other Bowen critics have drawn attention to the liminal
spaces pervading her fictive world as opening out possibilities for new, destabilising sub-
jectivities, Bowen presents new formulations of women’s experience of time, memory,
and history in her representation of her travels in Rome. In his reading of Bowen,
Pearson has observed how “Bowen’s refusal to propose subjective time and abstract
space as the opposites of and successors to a prior modality defined by historical and geo-
graphic orientation or rootedness […] encourages us to consider Bowen’s work in a new
theoretical context” (2010, 319). While Pearson continues to argue convincingly that the
writing should be examined through the lens of shifting cosmopolitanism, I want to draw
particular attention to Bowen’s proclivity to represent time itself as wholly subjective.
Bowen thus forges new considerations of time and experiences in her travel account in
ways that are, I will argue, a project to create new temporal openings for women’s
subjectivities.

Feminist attempts to link new considerations of time can be traced back to Julia Kris-
teva’s germinal work Women’s Time, published in French in 1979. More relevant to the
examination of Bowen’s use of time, however, is Elizabeth Grosz’s study of how time
shifts in Darwin’s, Nietzsche’s and Bergson’s thought, and the implications of this for pol-
itical imperatives outlined by feminists, queer studies, and postcolonial theorists. In The
Nick of Time (2004), Grosz draws attention to the untimely and the way in which
Nietzsche reimagines the importance of history that Darwin brought to light where
time is not predetermined or constrained by the past. In terms that will be important
for an understanding of some aspects of Bowen’s treatment of time in A Time in
Rome, Grosz describes how Nietzsche’s view of history in “On the Utility and Liability
of History for Life” (1874) sets out his perspective on how an indulgence of history
detracts from the heightened experience of the active present; living with the encum-
brance of the past diminishes the fullness of the present moment. Knowledge of
history, though, is still essential to live effectively now, and in the hopes of opening
up potential for the future. A careful selection of historical memory can enhance the
understanding and experience of the present as a means to produce an unimaginable
future that supersedes the dictates of current existence. History offers recognition of the
untimely which is a necessary rupture from the present in order even to potentially
foresee a future that exceeds the circumstances of the present. Grosz describes how
for Nietzsche,

[w]hat history gives us is the possibility of being untimely, of placing ourselves outside the
constraints, the limitations and the blinkers of the present. This is precisely what it means
to write for a future that the present cannot recognize: to develop, to cultivate the unti-
mely, the out-of-place and the out-of-step. This access to the out-of-step can come only
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from the past and a certain uncomfortableness, a dis-ease, in the present. The task is to
make elements of the past live again, to be reenergized through their untimely or anachro-
nistic recall in the present. The past is what gives us that difference, that tension with the
present which can move us to a future in which the present can longer recognize itself.
(2004, 117)

This sense of the untimelywill be useful in examining how Bowen reconceptualises histori-
cal importance in her description of her travel through Rome, and how she uses her
understanding of a particular past to offer commentary on her present experience of
the city, which in turn, I argue, has implications for her vision of potential openings of
alternative future possibilities. In this sense, the untimely offers ruptures in the historical
perception of time, and thus creates new spatial dimensions for future possibilities. It is
Bowen’s very commentary on the past alongside her current observations of the city
that reveals the contours of other imaginable spaces.

In a similar fashion, Grosz sees Henri Bergson’s complex views of time as ultimately
concerned with future potentiality: “[l]ike Nietzsche, Bergson wishes to elaborate a
theory of time in which the past is not the overriding factor, and in which the tendencies
of becoming that mark the present characterize the future” (2004, 157). Bergson’s view of
time that he sets out in Time and Free Will (1889) is particularly useful for understanding
some of the ways that Bowen plays with the temporal in her travel account, and how she
reconfigures space within the text. When Bergson introduces the concept of durée, he
wants to reexamine our experience of time without the trapping of symbolic represen-
tation or spatial metaphors. Bergson views changes in conscious experience as qualitative,
rather than quantitative, and thus unable to be divided into distinct moments. Time, to his
thinking, has been incorrectly regarded philosophically as a numbered sequence of quan-
tifiable events, and he offers durée as an alternative concept of time that better corre-
sponds to our lived experiences of it: duration is “a continuous or qualitative
multiplicity with no resemblance to number” (Bergson 1950, 105). Heath Massey explains
how for Bergson “[d]uration is, in short, the ceaseless flux of conscious life, of which time
as we commonly understand it, is an abstract representation” (Massey 2015, 53). Bergson
famously uses the example of music as an illustration of duration. A melody is not just a
succession of notes, but a blend of melting sounds in a continuous, but heterogeneous
flow. What Grosz adds to her understanding of Bergson is the link to a feminist imperative:
she highlights the radical opportunities of philosophies that reposition the experiences of
the present not just in terms of the culmination of the past’s accidental sequence, but
rather with an emphasis on the desire to question the significance of the past, or in
the case of Bergson, the distinction between the past and the present, as a means to illu-
minate the virtual potential of the present’s becoming of the future. By drawing compari-
sons between Nietzsche and Bergson, Grosz sees the reevaluation of time that permeates
the two philosophers’ writing as an opportunity to reconsider the way in which there are
positive ruptures, or nicks, to the perception of a predetermined, homogenous march of
time.

While Bergson’s view of durée does not serve as a perfect template for Bowen’s
reflection of time in her text, his work helps illuminate some of the ways that Bowen
articulates different, heterogeneous modes of the temporal in A Time in Rome. The dis-
cussion of Bergson’s consideration of time certainly finds resonance in Bowen’s text.
Bowen, in fact, pointedly conflates consideration of time and space, as evident in her
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opening line: “Too much time in too little space” ([1960] 2003, 3). Bowen immediately
makes the link between time and space, illustrating time as pushing against the
confining limitations of space. Even in this description, time is spatialised and objec-
tified, given bodily weight and position. Yet Bergson’s reinvention of the temporal
flows is useful to help observe how Bowen highlights intermingled, and simultaneous,
historical timelines in order to reconstruct alternative perceptions of the space she is
observing. A Time in Rome, frequently dismissed as an incoherent, incomplete, fractured
journal of an already well-travelled city, offers instead a recuperation of various strands
of intermingled histories and captures the experience of multiplicitous perceptions of
time. Conflating her present experience with historical insights, Bowen uses untimely
ruptures to reprocess history and to map out new considerations for future possibilities.
And it is through this reconsideration of time that she is able to constitute new
approaches to the spaces that she encounters and open out new spaces for
women’s subjectivity.

Bowen begins her travel narrative with a chapter entitled “The Confusion”, to refer to
the disjointed sense of both time and space that she experiences upon her arrival in
Rome, and the first paragraph of it begins with her awareness of the weight of the tem-
poral. She attempts to get her bearings in the sensorially calm climate of her hotel room,
as though acclimatising to the change in atmosphere:

Too much time in too little space, I thought, sitting on the edge of my bed at the end of the
train journey from Paris. Never have I heard Rome so quiet before or since – I had asked for a
quiet room, this was it. It was on the fourth floor, at the back. The bed was low, the window
was set high up, one half of it framing neutral sky, the other a shabby projection of the build-
ing. Colour seemed, like sound, to be drained away. The hour was half past four, the day
Tuesday, the month February. I knew myself to be not far from the Spanish Steps, which
had flashed past the taxi like a postcard. These anticlimactic first minutes became eternal.
([1960] 2003, 3–4)

Colour and sound “drained away”, the room is a cool respite from the onslaught of “[t]oo
much time in too little space”. It is not immediately clear to what Bowen refers when she
mentions time here, as she could be lamenting the exhausting length of the trip in the
cramped quarters of her train compartment. The notion of time as flexible, malleable
and fluid, though, pervades the paragraph, as Bowen paints time as an expanding
point, radiating outward from the moment, the day and the month. Compared to the
flashes and flickers of the city viewed through the moving taxi, the moment in the
hotel is still, but expansive. The minutes are long and stretch out compared to other
glimpses which are condensed, contributing to the impression that the location offers
a new, alternative measure of the passing seconds. The reference to the various modes
of transportation of the taxi and the train and the sense of speed that they entail is a
stark contrast to the creeping minutes. The sense of time on this winter Tuesday at
16:30 is thus of a different tempo, and Bowen here sets out her impression that lived
experience of time defies the conventions of perceptions of space. The reference to the
minutes as “eternal” is, of course, a playful nod to Rome itself, and links Bowen’s sense
of malleable time with the space of the cityscape specifically.

It is not surprising that Bowen chose Rome as a location for exploration, considering its
significance as a site of layered memory and history depicted in many literary works.
Writing on Rome, Bowen knowingly enters into a tradition of texts on the city, adding
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her own observation of fallen orders and empires to legacies like C.F. Volney’s 1789 Ruins,
or Meditations on the Revolutions of Empires: And the Laws of Nature. Walter Sullivan, in his
discussion of place in Bowen’s writing, suggests that Bowen approaches Rome symboli-
cally as a way to contemplate an identity in the context of a layered city with a depth of
historical significance: “It was simply in her to begin with places, and there were architec-
ture and space enough in Rome to soothe her heart’s pain and to satisfy its yearning. Here
the buildings, the painting, the statues helped to liberate her from what she called ‘the
thicket of self’” (Sullivan 1976, 149).

Yet, for an Anglo-Irish woman of a Protestant background to visit the Holy City and
imbue her descriptions of the city with a spiritual flavour, while scarcely discussing any
significance of the place as the seat of Catholicism indicates a project to reconstitute
the space of Rome in new ways with myriad contemporaneous histories.

Madame de Staël’s depiction of Rome in Corinne, or Italy (1807), is particularly useful to
juxtapose with Bowen’s writing considering Corrine’s condemnation of women’s lack of
space in the public sphere. Bowen seems to invoke some of Staël’s intermingling of his-
torical reference, geographical descriptions, and her interweaving of previous writers’
quotations into her observations. Where Corinne quotes Tibullus and Propertius (Staël
[1807] 2008, 63), Bowen quotes Matthew Arnold ([1960] 2003, 87) and Shakespeare (84)
while wandering as a tourist around the city. More significantly, Corinne presents a cri-
tique of women’s inability to find a voice within the public domain, a theme Bowen
revisits in her contemplation of Livia, as I shall examine below. Lori J. Marso argues that:

Staël’s portrait of Corinne, the public woman poet, was her own alternative vision, a vision of
what politics could be, would be, if only we could value the feminine re-infused into the
public sphere as a woman citizen. Staël’s vision, unfortunately, was solely for the future
[as] […] [she] […] shows us a world bound by patriarchal structures. These structures limit
identity, strictly define male and female nature, and ultimately destroy women like
Corinne. (1999, 656–657)

Bowen’s choice of Rome conjures up images of the city as a symbolic arena for women’s
struggle to access the public sphere and for a place in the world that defies Arendt’s
“worldlessness.” Locating her travel and reflection in Rome allows Bowen to excavate a
long, deep history of texts and timelines. Her interest in Rome, in this sense, seems less
about religion than about an archaeology of many layers of various pasts, including
lost voices and histories of women’s experiences.

Choosing Rome, Bowen perhaps further knowingly references Freud in his view of the
city as a constructed space where numerous simultaneous pasts abound. In his 1930
essay, “Civilization and Its Discontents”, Freud famously chose the capital as a physical
representation of one’s consciousness. He sees the ruins of former civilisations that are
visible throughout Rome, interwoven with contemporary landscapes, as a means to com-
prehend the concurrent ruptures and disruption of the past into the everyday lived
experience. In other words, Freud clearly illustrates his understanding of the mind with
the description of the city:

All these remains of ancient Rome are found dovetailed into the jumble of a great metropolis
which has grown up in the last few centuries since the Renaissance […] Now let us, by a flight
of imagination, suppose that Rome is not a human habitation but a psychical entity with a
similarly long and copious past – an entity, that is to say, in which nothing that has once
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come into existence will have passed away and all the earlier phases of development con-
tinue to exist alongside the latest one. ([1930] 2018, 10–11)

Freud plays into the perception of Rome as a layered site of various ages, with visible evi-
dence of other lives informing the present experience. Describing the histories as “dove-
tailing”, he highlights the image of the past as individual strings of time which come
together in a chord of modern experience, the evidence of which is always detectable.
With careful attention and scrutiny, Freud would posit, particular events and “truths”
can be excavated, untangled and discerned.

Further, Freud’s very metaphor of the city as an example of consciousness itself adds to
the mythology of the city, a sense Bowen insinuates when she wonders if there might be
some way to peel back the layers of time in order to peer beneath the various structures
and recover a perception of some underlying contour: “What is the shape of the ground
underlying Rome? How would it look, I wondered, stripped of the city?” ([1960] 2003, 10).
Bowen’s query is not simply about topography, though she is indeed wondering about
the physicality of the landscape. Surveying the city, she questions whether there is any
way of determining the space in its original form, without the layers of meaning
imposed upon it. Unlike other travellers, though, who might proselytise their discovery
of some “authentic” Rome, Bowen indicates the impossibility of untangling the various
historical significances of the city and her current experience of the city itself. She con-
tinues to explain that “[f]alls of régimes, wishes to obliterate or to reinstate, have
caused these bemusing differences of level, this impossibility of pinpointing any one
time” (10). In this passage, Bowen moves from a curiosity about the outlines of Rome’s
very foundations to a recognition that these various strands of traditions, history, and
mythology are inextricably linked to the lived experience of the Rome that she is currently
observing. The “confusion” of myriad associations and intricately woven perceptions of
time are precisely what makes the city extraordinary. As she says about her location in
the hotel, “this was the ideal Rome to be installed in: everything seemed to brim with
associations, if not (so far) any of my own” (7). Bowen indicates that she deliberately
chose Rome as a city for exploration because its particular associations with questions
of time, history, and consciousness make it an ideal space for considerations of experience
and subjectivity; the site of Rome is rich with association and abundant with potential
significance.

Bowen’s treatment of time and the past in A Time in Rome, as exemplified in the
opening chapter, also resonates with some of what Freud posits in his illustration of a
symbolic Rome, as she is also keenly interested in examining how traces of the past
inform the present. She recognises, naturally, that the effects of past events have conse-
quences for present experience, but she pushes the link between past and present further
by indicating that the past can be reconstituted, reexamined and remade. Rather than
considering the past as a sequence of historical moments which can be carefully traced
and unearthed through a meticulous archaeological process of digging through ruins,
she articulates her view that the past not only still exists, but can be redefined and
reshaped according to present tastes:

The past is either an abstraction or a selected time: when one gives it a capital P it becomes
the former. It is in nature (at least in mine) to make for the concrete and particular, to ‘choose’
a time and reconstitute it, if one can, one or another of its moments. Happenings are
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objective; the effect of them never can quite evaporate. In Rome I wondered how to break
down the barrier between myself and happenings outside my memory. I was looking for
splinters of actuality in a shifting mass of experience other than my own. Time is one kind
of space; it creates distance ([1960] 2003, 10–11).

At first glance, this rather abstract musing on the nature of time and history seems to
conflate time with space (“a kind of space”) in precisely the way that Bergson purported
was problematic. Yet Bergson’s philosophies of time and memory find some resonance in
the passage and offer a useful framework. In fact, Bowen’s very choice of expression of
“objective” and “actuality” find concordance in much of Bergson’s theorising about the
distinctions between an object and matter’s actuality versus the virtual possibilities of
the unfolding of duration and “memory”. More to the point, Bowen considers here how
the past might be seen as a “shifting mass of experience”, suggesting that it is vital, in
flux, and in an act of becoming. Bowen is searching for a “splinter of actuality” and unti-
mely prick of other lives and other pasts in order to better grasp a sense of being. Bowen
thus indicates an understanding of time as corresponding to one of Bergson’s central
tenets: the coexistence of the past and the present. Deleuze outlines in his famous revisit-
ing of Bergson’s theories about memory how we have a sense that the present replaces
the past in a succession of temporal events. But for the past to become “past” it must do
so at the same time that a new present emerges. Any concept of the past is related to a
present, and therefore, as Deleuze articulates:

[t]he past is ‘contemporaneous’ with the present that it has been. If the past had to wait in
order to be no longer, if it was not immediately and now that it had passed, ‘past in
general,’ it could never become what it is, it would never be that past […] The past and
the present do not denote two successive moments, but two elements which coexist: One
is the present, which does not cease to pass, and the other is the past, which does not
cease to be but through which all presents pass […] The idea of contemporaneity of the
present and the past has one final consequence: Not only does the past coexist with the
present that has been, but, as it preserves itself in itself (while the present passes), it is the
whole, integral past; it is all our past, which coexists with each present. ([1988] 2001, 58–
59, italics his own)

What Bergson offers, in Deleuze’s view, is a re-imagining of time not as a linear pro-
gression, but a coeval cone, each past radiating out more broadly from the point of
the present moment: the past is always present, never entirely passed. In the passage
above, Bowen reveals a sense of history that is “shifting”, moving, constantly reforming
and taking a new shape, where the past is just below the surface, a virtual becoming.
Splinters of evidence offer new perceptions of reconstituted histories and open out to
new planes of understanding. With careful attention and study, one can pierce the
thick veil of individual memory, to access broader, more expansive pasts. Bowen’s explicit
and playful reference to the nature of time in her travel account resonates with Bergson’s
theories and reflects an overarching perception of time as subject to reconsideration.

In fact, of the five chapter titles, two refer to time specifically, and the other three chap-
ters contain a chaotic intermingling of history and observations. In the third chapter, “On
Such a Night”, Bowen moves from flickering thoughts of sleep in ancient Rome, domes-
ticity, perceptions of “home”, the Vestals, Julia, daughter of Augustus; she travels from
thoughts about the Dark Ages, to the architecture of Via Giulia, Cellini, and back to reflec-
tions on Rome in the moonlight. Bowen’s writing glows with description, as she
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incorporates bursts of information about each subject into her evocative prose. The title
of the third chapter and the breadth of historical material touched upon reveal Bowen’s
desire to contemplate the multiplicity of similar experiences that have proliferated in
Rome at night. Calling the chapter “On Such a Night” reminds the reader that it is one
of many similar evenings, reaching back into antiquity. Within her own experience of
the particular night, she seamlessly moves through countless past experiences, indicating
that many pasts are still contained within the present moments. Bowen even describes
how an unwary traveller may be cast into the past when unwittingly stumbling upon his-
torical markers:

Middle-Agedness does, however, survive in pockets and lurk round corners in many parts of
the low-lying tract which was once its own – without warning you find yourself engorged, for
minutes which feel like an eternity, by alley-narrow, suspicious, dolorous streets, which
deliver you only to one another, acting upon you like bad thoughts. These strange old
streets, say enthusiasts for them, are full of the past – what do they mean, the past?
([1960] 2003, 127, italics her own)

History and other past lives can be resurrected or stumbled upon by fortuitous accident.
In this description of historical existence lying in wait for discovery in “pockets” of streets,
Bowen seems to reflect Nietzsche’s perception of the untimely: encounters with the past
usher in certain dis-ease with the present, and push beyond the constraints of the
immediate moment. Using metaphors of space, where the past “lurks round corners”,
Bowen offers a visual demonstration of the nick – the rupture – inherent in the untimely
event that pierces through the experience of the present. In this passage, moreover, Berg-
son’s views can also be usefully applied to Bowen’s writing. Bowen makes explicit her per-
ception of the multiplicity of time and experience: there is no single, linear thread of time
that reaches through the present moment to the future, but rather, a multitude of pasts
which can be realised at any point. Instead of the unified, monolithic past, “the past”,
Bowen emphasises the very multiplicity of time. Further, an encounter with evidence of
history not only blurs the perceived division between past and present, but informs
the current experience of time as well. She describes how minutes stretch out and
expand to an “eternity”, highlighting the malleable nature of the perception of the
present duration, or experience, of time. Bergson’s considerations of the nature of time
as a multiplicity, and as a sense where the past is ever present, are useful to highlight
better the subtleties of Bowen’s view of time in the travel account. They help illuminate
the way in which Bowen plays with time to reveal new reconsiderations of place and
identity.

The impact of the nature of time on the perception of identity is even more explicitly
illustrated in the second chapter of Bowen’s travel account, following her experience of
“The Confusion” with the change of location that her arrival in Rome compounds. In
this second chapter, entitled “A Long Day”, Bowen wanders the streets during siesta,
making her solitary way after lunch to the Forum and the Palatine, in the part of the
text that most resembles the historical offering of a travel guide. Even in this rather
exhaustive catalogue of dates, descriptions, and explanations of the buildings still
visible in the Forum, Bowen gestures to a sense that one’s experience of time is multifa-
ceted. In her description of the quiet and calm that accompanies the hours of post-lunch
rest, she muses on the effects of the unhurried hour:
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I know it to be a civilized Latin custom, the siesta. An hour of stupor should not hurt one. But
this is more than an hour; it not only lasts longer but goes deeper […] Does this noonday
midnight induce a sense of blanketing darkness, in which nothing is to be registered,
nothing matters? […] Glass, with mirror-panels set back behind it, duplicates everything
going on in a Roman shopping street, which is thus lined by continuous moving friezes of
reflections. These add, in themselves, a further dimension: only when shutters black out
the glass does one realize how narrow the streets are. Without knowing, one has become
accustomed to being accompanied by one’s reflected self, the one figure with which one
remains in step. Shorn of one’s Doppelgänger, one is aware of something missing from
one’s identity. ([1960] 2003, 37–38)

And a few pages later she describes how “[t]his is the hour of impulse to break through
this canvas simulacrum of a city into the reality at the other side of it: antiquity” (44). For
Bowen, the hour of siesta is not just a demarcation of time, but it offers an entirely new
perspective of both identity and the city. By writing that it is “more than an hour”, she
reveals her view of time as elastic. Time becomes more meaningful and opens out to
other spaces, as the hour “lasts longer but goes deeper” (37). “The Long Day” of the
title, similarly, can be understood not just as the fatigue of a long traipse through the
ancient city, but also as the experience of the hours in the day as a cascade of past
lives and moments. The day is not an ordinary one, bound to the structure of a twenty-
four-hour clock. Rather, time shifts and expands to embrace the plethora of other
hours or other years. Bowen, then, moves from a discussion of temporal differences, to
one of a spatialised description: the hour offers glimpses of other new “dimensions”
and breaks open new spaces of alternative views of the city more “real” than the
“canvas simulacrum” of the Rome of the present. There are a multiplicity of cities in the
present experience, just as there are of hours folded into the current experience of a par-
ticular moment. What is more, the first passage makes a connection between her particu-
lar experience of time and the destabilising influence on identity. The disjuncture of
various times reveals new perspectives on the city of Rome and undermines the sense
of a singular identity. The figure mentioned in the myriad mirrors along the avenue of
shops conjures up a polyphony of reflections, each contributing to the sense of a multi-
plicitous, multifaceted self. It is during this hour of bent, stolen, ruptured time that one
becomes aware of the fissures in the usual sense of identity, and can see beyond the artifi-
cial imitation of the present Rome and into the far past of antiquity. The untimely experi-
ence gives access to a recognition of new subjectivities.

While in this second chapter Bowen draws a connection between the rupture of time
and the experience of new selfhoods, the opening chapter, “The Confusion”, depicts her
grappling with the destabilising experience of contact with new views of place, time and
identity. Bowen uses her knowledge of the palimpsest of Roman history to help her
embrace the many selves that she uncovers in her wandering through the streets:
“Banal, affable, ripe to become familiar, this was the ideal Rome to be installed in: every-
thing seemed to brim with associations. I began to attach myself by so much as looking.
Here I was, centred” ([1960] 2003, 7). Bowen both recognises the manner in which explor-
ing Rome is a curated experience of others’ associations and indicates how this uncover-
ing of various mythologies is a necessary process of establishing an understanding of
selfhood. She is in Rome, centred and whole by virtue of her engagement with the
expressions of histories and meaning around her. For a transitory moment, Bowen
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captures what Lady Waters declares the “age” is seeking in its perpetual restlessness: she
is “centralized”. The experience of a unified self is fleeting, however, as the next sentence
indicates: “I dared to hope that all else might prove as simple. It did not” (7). As soon as she
begins to explore the city and the ruins of the Forum and The Palatine, her sense of iden-
tity is fractured once again. Movement through the cityscape offers new contact with a
variety of histories and lives, and, once again, throws one helplessly into “a confusion”.

The shifting grounds of history and changing perspectives of time prove to be not only
an insubstantial foundation of one’s sense of identity but also to destabilise the thrust of a
coherent, ordered narrative. After describing with precise details the highlights of a visit to
the Forum that could be included in a guidebook, Bowen launches into a lengthy consider-
ation of the nature of her account and calls into question the veracity of her claims. She
justifies the incompleteness of her historical discussion and signals how temporal
markers are used as narrative signposts: “Dates. I like these because they provide frame-
work. They are plain information of the first order. I wanted to establish the Forum monu-
ments’nearness to or distance fromone another in time aswell as space” (65). She indicates
a desire to maintain a semblance of an orderly procedure, affixing her discussion to chron-
ology and “dates”. What she produces, though, is a text that challenges the limitations of a
linear progression. The strictures of chronological time prove to be an insufficient frame-
work to represent experience. Towards the end of the passage, she reflects how the
history of Rome necessitates a splintered narrative. Thus her own fragmentary work
suggests that any attempt to reflect reality through an orderly reference to linear history
is futile. It is only when offering new perspectives of a multiplicity of time, of lived time
that is out of order andmalleable, that one is better able to articulate the experience of any-
thing approximating, in Bowen’s words, “reality” (72). How she uses time in the travel
account is dizzying, disorderly, and disruptive, but opens out new perceptions of being.

One of the particular effects of Bowen’s play with time in her travel account is that it
provides her with opportunities to recast the sense of lost history, and in particular
women’s history; refiguring time in her text opens out new possibilities for exploring a
space for women’s voices which had been previously crushed under the weight of a stan-
dardised history and relegated to the private sphere. In “On Such a Night”, Bowen
recovers the experience of some women’s voices in her wonderment about the private
home lives of ancient Romans, the experiences of the Vestal Virgins in the Forum, and
of Augustus’s wife, Julia. Bowen describes the rebellious temerity of Julia’s decisions,
“dangerously scandalous”, which lead to her banishment ([1960] 2003, 121). Bowen
argues here that the “masculine pessimism” of the ancient Romans dampened any
spark of ambition that women might have had to explore life beyond the restrictive
boundaries of the domus: “Rome seems to have raised no ‘new woman’ till the emergence
of the Christian martyrs” (122). Women, in Bowen’s view, had no room for transgressive
identities, and any crossing of social boundaries means a relegation to exile. Yet it is
Bowen’s text that offers room for women’s lost voices. Her manipulation of temporal
elements allows for the recovery of silent pasts, and an opening out of new spaces for
women’s experiences. The very text functions as a rupture of linear, standardised time,
and her stumble into untimely examinations provides new recognition for women’s his-
tories. Bowen, in this way, bends some of Bergson’s desire to disconnect articulations
of time through space, as she suggests in A Time in Rome that reexamination of the
past can yield new topographies of women’s experience.
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The complex connections Bowen creates between new perspectives of time and
potential possibilities for new mappings of space for women’s experience are
reaffirmed in her penultimate chapter “The Smile.” The title comes from the extensive
consideration of “the smile of Livia” Bowen offers during her visit to Prima Porta ([1960]
2003, 191). Bowen composes pages upon pages about the Empress’s consort (and
Julia’s mother), illustrating Livia as a complex woman with a complicated psychology,
dreams and desires. Bowen has a specific interest in Livia as she argues that “[a]nyone
interested in watching women deal with the situations in which they find themselves
must have been interested by watching Livia” (184). Bowen does not limit herself to a
strict adherence to historical information, but instead provides a portrait of Livia’s ima-
gined personal experience as a woman with limited control over her fate; she speculates
about Livia’s inner turmoil, and about the ways in which her attempts to expand the tight
ring of her domain must have been rebuffed constantly:

Between these two men of hers stood Livia, striving to make each hour and day agreeable.
Were there times when she put her hands to her head, moments when she would have given
anything, everything to be elsewhere? There can be no woman, in anything like Livia’s pos-
ition, for whom Elsewhere is not at times the desired land […] So she turns home, if indeed
she ever went out. That was enough of it: between the real earth and the real sky there is no
Elsewhere. (188–189)

The portrait Bowen depicts in this passage is of a woman trapped, curbed and confined,
battling the unappealing drag of tedious hours. Time itself here becomes unbearable,
and the desire for an “elsewhere” stems fromher frustration at her inability to leave her pre-
scribed sphere as well as from her despair at the limitations onwomen in her time; the Livia
she describes is bereft of a sense of place, and in search of other landscapes, or other times.
There is no “elsewhere” “between the real earth and real sky” as the only possibility of a
place for change in Livia’s life is a utopian, imagined city of some future age.

The longing that Bowen supposes Livia must have experienced is useful for under-
standing some of the significance of the final chapter, “The Set Free”, as well as the
rather enigmatic final sentence of the text. On the train, rushing away from the city
towards an unknown future, and observing the retreating backs of houses, Bowen
offers a peculiar farewell: “My darling, my darling, my darling. Here we have no abiding
city” ([1960] 2003, 242). Rome may not be “abiding” in that it is subject to change and
perpetually transforming, an undercutting of the perception of an “eternal” city, or it
may be unaccommodating, unaccepting or intolerant. What seems like a resentful dispar-
agement of a location to which Bowen has just dedicated an entire book of description
and thought can, however, be considered in light of her statements about Livia.
Whereas Livia was restricted to the circumference of her social position, Bowen is break-
ing free, heading off in search of a distant, abiding “elsewhere”. The tone of the final line
does strike a chord of melancholy for the current conditions that she experiences, but it is
a hopeful turn towards a new, virtual, alternative future. The voice speaking is propelled
forward, unified and inclusive, promising a venture into new topographies. Bowen proves
that she is not nostalgic for the stale histories of the saccharine Roma Sparita that many
mourn: “I cannot sigh for Roma Sparita; I have not lost it, for I did not know it” (157). A Time
in Rome is not a hymn to a longed-for past of Rome, but a re-examination of the percep-
tion of the past as a means to help envision alternative possibilities for the future.
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The way Bowen plays with considerations of time in her travel account prefigures some
of what Elizabeth Grosz saw as the effect of Nietzsche’s and, in particular, Bergson’s new
formulations of time. How Bowen reveals a multiplicity of time, and describes it as quali-
tative rather than quantitative, subject to rupture and discontinuity, reveals her desire to
reconsider the articulation of temporal experiences. Further, Bowen’s particular attention
to women’s histories suggests a desire to open out traditional histories with room for
women’s voices; her complication of the singularity of time offers possibilities for the
lost experiences of women to be recognised. Ultimately, her recasting of the past in A
Time in Rome indicates potential alternatives for a future, much as Grosz claims in her
thoughts about the effects of Bergson’s reevaluation of time:

The future, too remains virtual, uncontained by the present but prefigured, rendered poten-
tial, through and by the past. The future is that over which the past and present have no
control: the future is that openness of becoming that enables divergence from what exists.
This means that, rather than the past’s exerting a deterministic force over the future, the
future is that which overwrites or restructures the virtual that is the past: the past is the con-
dition of every future; the future that emerges is only one of the lines of virtuality from the
past. (2004, 184)

Grosz posits that Bergson’s view of time is forward-looking, and puts significant emphasis
on the possibilities of the future. Through her careful examination of Nietzsche’s and
Bergson’s perception of time, Grosz argues that the resistance against definition by the
past that the two philosophers describe can have radical consequences on the identity,
feminism and politics of the future. Scrutinising Bowen’s writing through the lens of inno-
vative interpretations of time highlights the ways in which her text is not simply a peculiar
synthesis of impressionist guide book and historical documentation, but a dynamic work
which offers a revolutionary portrait of a cityscape.

Although A Time in Rome was published late in Elizabeth Bowen’s writing career, it still
contains some of the hallmarks of her earlier novels in that it displays an interest in the
connection between the experience of selfhood and location. As a travel account, it
offers only glimpses of a shifting, kaleidoscopic Rome, but it serves as a remarkable pro-
jection of new visions of alternative spaces and temporalities for women’s subjectivities.
The book is a traditional travel account in that it functions as a record of a writer’s sojourn
in the “Eternal City,” but Bowen uses her experience in another cityscape to reflect on
history, experience, and women’s place in the world. Reconsidering perceptions of time
and subjectivity in tandem with feminist theories on women’s time helps illuminate
Bowen’s call for a transformation of the present milieu. The final note of the book is
not a mournful cry of nostalgia, but recognition of the strictures of the past on
women’s experience, and a movement towards new topographies and promising, radi-
cally reconstituted futures. While herewe have no abiding city, there is hope in the poten-
tial of other spaces, other cities, yet to be experienced on the horizon.

Note

1. Fogarty references Arendt’s political reframing of Heidegger’s “worldlessness.” Arendt
describes “worldlessness” as a condition of modern living as individuals become detached
from institutions and the spaces of belonging. Fogarty explains how Seyla Benhabib’s
reading of Arendt highlights Arendt’s view of the masculine nature of the public sphere,
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though Benhabib sees possibilities in Arendt’s work for women’s inclusion in the world as
well as possibilities for emphasising the necessity of private spaces.
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